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My favorite scholar is the American Jesuit polymath Walter J. Ong (1912-2003; Ph.D. in English, Harvard 
University, 1955). Over the years, I took five courses from him at Saint Louis University (SLU), the Jesuit 
university in St. Louis, Missouri, that was founded in 1818. 

My thesis is that Ong is a deeply original philosopher and theologian, and one of the most original to 
have emerged in Western culture thus far, most notably in the following four book-length studies: 

(1) Ramus, Method, and the Decay of Dialogue: From the Art of Discourse to the Art of Reason (Harvard 
University Press, 1958), the main text of his slightly revised Harvard University doctoral dissertation in 
English about the history of formal logic and rhetoric in Western culture; 

(2) The Presence of the Word: Some Prolegomena for Cultural and Religious History (Yale University 
Press, 1967), the expanded version of Ong’s 1964 Terry Lectures at Yale University; 

(3) Fighting for Life: Contest, Sexuality, and Consciousness (Cornell University Press, 1981), the published 
version of Ong’s 1979 Messenger Lectures at Cornell University; 

(4) Hopkins, the Self, and God (University of Toronto Press, 1986), the published version of Ong’s 1981 
Alexander Lectures at the University of Toronto. 

Before Ong entered the Jesuit order in 1935, he had been educated by Jesuits in high school and college, 
and he studied philosophy as an undergraduate at Rockhurst College (now Rockhurst University) in 
Kansas City, Missouri. As part of his lengthy Jesuit training, he did graduate studies in Thomistic 
philosophy and theology (in Latin) and also earned a Master’s in English at SLU, before he later 
proceeded to Harvard University for his doctoral studies in English. 

In general, Jesuits have been and still are exceptionally well educated. But their anti-Jesuit detractors 
coined the pejorative term “jesuitical” to call attention to their lawyer-like tendency to make fine 
distinctions. 

The Jesuit religious order of men (known formally as the Society of Jesus) was founded in 1540 by St. 
Ignatius Loyola (1491-1556). Within the Roman Catholic Church, Pope Julius III approved the new 
religious order in the papal bull Exposcit debitum in 1540 and subsequently confirmed it in the papal bull 
Regimini militantis Ecclesiae in 1550. 

http://www.d.umn.edu/%7Etfarrell


St. Ignatius Loyola is also famous for his compilation of guided meditations known as the Spiritual 
Exercises of Saint Ignatius, translated by the American Jesuit classicist George E. Ganss (St. Louis: 
Institute of Jesuit Sources, 1992) and for his Constitutions of the Society of Jesus, also translated by 
Ganss (St. Louis: Institute of Jesuit Sources, 1970). 

Certain early Jesuits became famous as missionaries to distant places including India and China, but 
other Jesuits stayed in Europe and established Jesuit colleges there. In a comparatively short time, the 
Jesuits had established so many colleges that they felt that they needed to coordinate their curricular 
efforts. As a result, they compiled the document in Latin known as the Ratio Studiorum of 1599, 
translated into English by the American Jesuit classicist Claude Pavur as The Ratio Studiorum: The Official 
Plan for Jesuit Education (St. Louis: Institute of Jesuit Sources, 2005). 

Ong, himself a Renaissance specialist, connects Jesuit education with Renaissance humanism in his 1967 
encyclopedia article on “Humanism,” which is reprinted in volume four of Ong’s Faith and Contexts 
(Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1999, pages 69-92).  

However, despite the ostensible successes of the Jesuits, Pope Clement XIV formally suppressed the 
Jesuit order in 1773. But later on, Pope Pius VII restored the order in 1814. 

In John T. McGreevy’s fast-paced and at times vividly written book American Jesuits and the World: How 
an Embattled Religious Order Made Modern Catholicism Global (Princeton University Press, 2016), the 
author focuses on the restoration period from 1814 to 1914, but without totally neglecting the rest of 
the twentieth century and the twenty-first century.  

McGreevy makes it clear that the Jesuits were frequently subjected to anti-Jesuit propaganda, which 
contributed to the formal suppression of the Jesuit order in 1773 and to later political expulsions of 
Jesuits even after the Jesuit order’s restoration in 1814. 

As McGreevy points out (pages 222-223), Pope Francis is the first Jesuit pope – and the first pope from 
South America (Argentina). The Jesuit missionaries in South America at an earlier time are the subject of 
the 1986 movie The Mission. In the pope’s recent eco-encyclical, in the process of alerting people of 
goodwill around the world today to the threat of climate change, he critiques our capitalist economic 
system and economic globalization. 

As McGreevy’s end-notes show (pages 225-295), he worked extensively in various Jesuit archives. 
McGreevy, who is in history at the University of Notre Dame, which is not a Jesuit university, does not 
state whether he was educated by Jesuits. 

In Philip Gleason’s book Contending with Modernity: [American] Catholic Higher Education in the 
Twentieth Century (Oxford University Press, 1995), he aptly expresses the spirit of contending with 
modernity that dominated the core curriculum of philosophy courses in Aristotelian-Thomistic 
philosophy not only in Jesuit colleges and universities, but also in other Catholic colleges and universities 
in the twentieth century in the United States. Your guess is as good as mine as to how many American 
Catholic undergraduates actually understood the import of what they were taught in those various 
required philosophy courses in the core curriculum. 

In effect, McGreevy explains the understandable backstory of how that spirit of Catholic contending 
with modernity arose in Europe and then arrived in the Unites States, with Jesuits exiled from certain 



European countries bringing that spirit with them to American culture. He reports that roughly one 
thousand Jesuits “left Europe for the United States in the nineteenth century” (page 2). He also notes 
that “the United States was such an important site for Jesuit work, drawing more Jesuits from around 
the world than any other place in the nineteenth century” (page 4). 

McGreevy makes it clear that the anti-Catholic spirit in certain European countries had an American 
counterpart, most notably in the Know-Nothing Movement. McGreevy has discussed the Know-Nothing 
Movement and other forms of anti-Catholic prejudice in American culture historically far more 
extensively in his earlier book Catholicism and American Freedom: A History (Norton, 2003). 
Unfortunately, anti-Catholic prejudice persists in our contemporary American culture. See the religious 
studies scholar Philip Jenkins’ book The New Anti-Catholicism: The Last Acceptable Prejudice (Oxford 
University Press, 2003) and the American Jesuit Mark S. Massa’s book Anti-Catholicism in America: The 
Last Acceptable Prejudice (Crossroad, 2003). 

In Ong’s first book, Frontiers in American Catholicism: Essays on Ideology and Culture (Macmillan, 1957), 
he also discusses “the post-Revolutionary period of nineteenth-century Catholicism in which most 
American Catholics came to America” as characterized by “the minority, defensive position, in which the 
Church found itself in a culture which really, although never quite officially, was anti-Catholic” (page 3). 
Out of this understandable reaction to a hostile environment, American Catholics, according to Ong, 
developed “a Catholic mentality which in many ways is the most conservative in the world set in the 
midst of the nation whose genius seems to be adaptability and change” (page 3). 

Basically, McGreevy adds substantially to Ong’s assessment of how deeply conservative American 
Catholics tended to be, but McGreevy credits the Jesuits with playing a significant role in shaping that 
conservative mentality. 

According to McGreevy, “This hostility prompted Jesuits and their allies to accelerate the building of a 
dense Catholic subculture of parishes, schools, associations, colleges, and magazines, all constructed in a 
reciprocal relationship with a particular devotional culture and communal sensibility” (page 3). 

The modernity that nineteenth-century Catholics were contending with included the American 
experiment in democratic government and the spirit of individualism. (A kindred but different inner-
directed spirit of personal individuation is accentuated in Jesuits and other who undertake a thirty-day 
retreat in silence following the Spiritual Exercises of St. Ignatius Loyola, as Ong has pointed out. But the 
spirit of individualism that Jesuits and others inveighed against came to be known later in the 
nineteenth century as social Darwinism.) 

But McGreevy carefully explains that “Jesuit opposition to modernity was selective, not wholesale. It 
included hostility to new notions of nonsectarian education, religious freedom, and the idea that science 
and the miraculous were incompatible. It valued the community over the individual. It drove the 
construction of a dense network of Catholic institutions to shelter the faithful from potentially hostile 
influences. But the very construction and maintenance of those institutions required engagement with 
host societies" (page 13). 

Later on, McGreevy says, “By the late 1940s, the vast majority of Jesuits in the North Atlantic had also 
come to terms with nonsectarian public education (as long as Catholic schools were permitted), religious 
liberty (in practice), and modern science (while sustaining a belief in the miraculous)” (page 212). 



In Frontiers in American Catholicism, Ong says, “Collectively, American Catholics seem quite unaware 
that their achievement in setting up their present school system represents not only a remarkable 
achievement in the face of a neutral state which gives no financial assistance whatsoever to any but 
state schools, but also a tremendous development in the interior economy of Catholic life itself” (pages 
7-8; also see page 107). 

In Frontiers in American Catholicism, Ong commends the Cardinal James Gibbons of Baltimore (pages 15, 
21, 23, and 125), Archbishop John Ireland of St. Paul (pages 15, 21, 23, and 125), and the Protestant 
convert to Catholicism Orestes Brownson (pages 22 and 125). 

McGreevy also discusses Cardinal Gibbons (pages 160 and 164), Archbishop Ireland (pages 159-166, 179-
180, and 190), and Orestes Brownson (pages 86, 92-93, and 111). 

As McGreevy notes, “In 1914, the Jesuits inaugurated a centenary celebration [of the restoration of the 
Society of Jesus by Pope Pius VII in 1814]. The Society now numbered over sixteen thousand – a 
remarkable increase from the several hundred survivors of the suppression who celebrated the 
restoration in 1814. Beginning with a handful of beleaguered institutions, Jesuits now ran 234 colleges in 
forty-three countries, sponsored dozens of scholarly, devotional, and missionary journals, ran multiple 
scientific observatories, served as advisers to the pope and in various high ecclesiastical positions, and 
as a collective constituted the most significant Catholic intellectual resource” (page 173).  

However, McGreevy adds, “The celebration was ill timed, since it coincided exactly with the 
assassination of Archduke Franz Ferdinand and his wife, Sophie, in Sarajevo (with an Austrian Jesuit 
delivering last rites) and the beginning of World War I” (page 173). 

McGreevy also notes that the American Catholic subculture that emerged in the nineteenth century 
“endured and even strengthened, into the 1960s” (page 168). 

Of course in the 1960s, the Second Vatican Council (1962-1965) in the Roman Catholic Church 
significantly changed certain church teachings regarding religious freedom, as McGreevy points out 
(page 216).  American Catholics to this day rightly celebrate the influence of the American Jesuit 
theologian John Courtney Murray on Vatican II’s decree regarding religious freedom. I hasten to say that 
this is not the only significant thing that happened at Vatican II – it is not. But it is one significant thing – 
and one that happened to involve an American Jesuit. But apart from this rightly celebrated decree, 
most of the theologians who influenced other aspects of Vatican II were Europeans, not Americans. For 
example, McGreevy mentions the German Jesuit theologian Karl Rahner (pages 214 and 221), the 
French Jesuit theologian Henri de Lubac (pages 214 and 216), and the German Jesuit theologian 
Augustin Bea (page 214). (McGreevy discusses Murray on pages 210-211, 213-214, and 215-216.) 

Before Vatican II’s welcome decree regarding religious freedom, Senator John F. Kennedy, the Harvard 
educated Irish American Roman Catholic from Massachusetts, had to defend his religion against 
understandable anti-Catholic prejudice in his 1960 presidential campaign. 

In McGreevy’s tactfully worded concluding assessment of nineteenth-century Jesuits, he says, “Their 
hesitations about democracy and religious liberty did not equip them for the challenges of the twentieth 
century” (page 217). 



McGreevy quotes Rahner as saying that in the nineteenth century the Roman Catholic Church 
“‘exported a European religion as a commodity it did not really want to change . . . together with the 
rest of the culture and civilization it considered superior. . . . [But] the victory of the vernacular in the 
church liturgy [as decreed by Vatican II] signals unmistakably the coming-to-be of a world Church whose 
individual churches exist with a certain independence in their respective cultural spheres, inculturated, 
and no longer a European export’” (quoted on page 221; I’ve added the material in square brackets 
here). 

McGreevy says, “A Belgian Jesuit coined a verb – ‘inculturate’ – that became talismanic for missionaries, 
signaling a turn away from soul-by-soul conversion to ‘inculturating’ Catholicism into local societies” 
(page 219).  

In effect, Ong was urging his fellow American Catholics to undertake the spirit of inculturation in his 
1957 book Frontiers in American Catholicism, a theme he also advances in his 1959 book American 
Catholic Crossroads: Religious-Secular Encounters in the Modern World (Macmillan). 

In effect, Ong celebrates the spirit of inculturation in his article “Mass in Ewondo” in the Jesuit-
sponsored magazine America, volume 131, number 8 (September 28, 1974): pages 148-151. Ong’s essay 
is reprinted in volume four of Ong’s Faith and Contexts (Scholars Press, 1999, pages 103-110. 

No doubt many Jesuit missionaries in the past manifested the attitude that Rahner characterizes as 
“export[ing] a European religion as a commodity [that the church] did not want to change.” Evidently, 
that attitude characterized the French Jesuit missionaries to North America in the seventeenth century, 
some of whom were martyred along with some of their converts. They are known collectively as the 
North American martyrs. The Jesuits maintain shrines to their memory. One is in Auriesville, New York; 
the other, in Midland, Ontario. 

When Pope John-Paul II visited Canada in 1984, he celebrated a Mass outdoors in the large field 
adjacent to the shrine in Midland, as Emma Anderson in religious studies at the University of Ottawa 
recounts in her book The Death and Afterlife of the North American Martyrs (Harvard University Press, 
2013, page 271). She says that in the Vatican II era a “new notion [emerged] that native peoples who 
has not yet heard the Gospel were nevertheless imbued with the spirit of Christ” (page 272). She says, 
“No longer were missionaries seen as bequeathing to native peoples new and saving truths but rather as 
recognizing those that native culture had independently evolved and from which the missionaries could 
learn. This new theology was perhaps most memorably captured in Pope John-Paul II’s much quoted but 
little understood catchphrase uttered during his 1984 visit to the Midland shrine: ‘Christ, in the 
members of his Body, is himself Indian’” (page 272). 

However, despite Pope John-Paul II’s much quoted catchphrase uttered at the Midland shrine in 1984, 
we should not forget that he cracked down hard on the Jesuits in the 1980s and on liberation theology 
in South America, as Matthew Fox reminds us in his book The Pope’s War: Why Ratzinger’s Secret 
Crusade Has Imperiled the Church and How It Can Be Saved (Sterling Ethos, 2011). 

But liberation theology may be rehabilitated a wee bit under Pope Francis. Basically, liberation theology 
is about the bottom-up spirit of inculturation of religious faith. But liberation theology should be freed 
up from Marxist terminology about power and power struggles.  



Disclosure: When I was in the Jesuits (1979-1987), I participated in Pope John-Paul II’s Mass outdoors at 
the North American Martyrs shrine in Midland, Ontario, in 1984. 

My former UMD colleague David M. Smith in anthropology (we’re both retired now) worked with the 
Chipewyan people in Canada to learn their traditions and customs, and he has published extensively 
about them. For example, he published “World as Event: Aspects of Chipewyan Ontology” in the book 
Circumpolar Animism and Shamanism, edited by Takako Yamada and Takashi Irimoto (Sapporo, Japan: 
Hokkaido University Press, 1997, pages 67-91).  

In his 1999 essay Smith draws on Ong’s article “World as View and World as Event” in the journal the 
American Anthropologist, volume 71, number 4 (August 1969): pages 634-647, which is reprinted in 
volume three of Ong’s Faith and Contexts (Scholars Press, 1995, pages 69-90). 

Smith’s 1999 essay is reprinted, slightly revised, in Of Ong and Media Ecology Hampton Press, 2012, 
pages 117-141). 

Now, even though McGreevy does not happen to mention it, Vatican II also enjoined all religious orders 
to re-examine the orders original charism. For the Jesuits, this re-examination included studying more 
carefully how St. Ignatius Loyola himself had directed individual persons making retreats following the 
Spiritual Exercises. 

After Vatican II, American Catholics turned their attention toward cultivating spirituality and spiritual 
practices, including Ignatian spirituality. See, for example, The New Dictionary of Catholic Spirituality, 
edited by Michael Downey (Collegeville, MN: Michael Glazier Book/ Liturgical Press, 1993). For an 
accessible presentation of Ignatian spirituality, see the American Jesuit spirituality writer James Martin’s 
book The Jesuit Guide to (Almost) Everything: A Spirituality for Real Life (HarperOne, 2010). 

Even though McGreevy also does not mention it, Vatican II effectively down-sized the ascendancy of 
Aristotelian-Thomistic philosophy and theology that the church had promoted as a result of Pope Leo 
XII’s 1879 encyclical that inspired the subsequent Thomistic Revival, which McGreevy does mention 
(page 16). He also notes that Pope Leo XIII was educated by Jesuits and had a Jesuit brother (page 141). 

The Jesuits at SLU and their lay collaborators contributed significantly to the Thomistic Revival in the 
United States. Certain SLU Jesuits and certain laymen in philosophy at SLU authored influential 
textbooks in Aristotelian-Thomistic philosophy that were widely used in American Catholic colleges and 
universities in the required core courses in philosophy. But Jesuits and laymen in philosophy at SLU also 
published their fair share of scholarly books in philosophy. 

As part of the Thomistic Revival, the Canadian Jesuit philosopher and theologian Bernard Lonergan 
(1904-1984) undertook two book-length studies of certain aspects of St. Thomas Aquinas’ thought. Then 
Lonergan published his philosophical masterpiece Insight: A Study of Human Understanding (1957; 5th 
ed., University of Toronto Press, 1992, as volume three of the Collected Works of Bernard Lonergan). 

The Canadian Jesuit theologian and Lonergan scholar Frederick E. Crowe published his important article 
“Neither Jew nor Greek, but One Human Nature and Operation in All” in Philippine Studies, volume 13 
(1965): pages 546-571. Crowe’s essay is reprinted, slightly revised, in the anthology Communication and 
Lonergan: Common Ground for Forging the New Age (Kansas City: Sheed & Ward, 1993, pages 89-1107; 
now distributed by Rowman & Littlefield).  



As part of the post-Vatican II interest in spirituality, the American spirituality writer Matthew Fox 
creatively constructed conversations with St. Thomas Aquinas about creation spirituality in his 550-page 
book Sheer Joy (HarperSanFrancisco, 1992). 

Other creative post-Vatican II studies of St. Thomas Aquinas regarding spirituality include A. N. Williams’ 
book Ground of Union: Deification in Aquinas and Palamas (Oxford University Press, 1999), Bernard 
Blankenhorn’s book The Mystery of Union with God: Dionysian Mysticism in Albert the Great and 
Thomas Aquinas (Catholic University of America Press, 2015), and Daria Spezzano’s book The Glory of 
God’s Grace: Deification According to St. Thomas Aquinas (Sapientia Press of Ave Maria University, 2015; 
distributed by Catholic University of America Press). 

Ong’s most notable publications about Aquinas’ thought include the two following articles: 

(1) “The Province of Rhetoric and Poetic” in the journal Modern Schoolman (published out of SLU), 
volume 19, number 2 (January 1942): pages 24-27, which is reprinted in An Ong Reader: Challenges for 
Further Inquiry (Hampton Press, 2002, pages 175-183); 

(2) “Wit and Mystery: A Revaluation in Mediaeval Hymnody” in the journal Speculum, volume 22, 
number 8 (July 1947): pages 310-314, which is reprinted in Ong’s book The Barbarian Within: And Other 
Fugitive Essays and Studies (Macmillan, 1962, pages 88-130) and in volume four of Ong’s Faith and 
Contexts (Scholars Press, 1999, pages 1-44). 

More recently, M. David Litwa has explored psycho-spiritual deification in the following four books (in 
chronological order by date of publication): 

(1) We Are Being Transformed: Deification in Paul’s Soteriology (De Gruyter, 2012); 

(2) Becoming Divine: An Introduction to Deification in Western Culture (Cascade Books/Wipf and Stock 
Publishers, 2013); 

(3) Iesus Deus: The Early Christian Depiction of Jesus as a Mediterranean God (Fortress Press, 2014); 

(4) Desiring Divinity: Self-deification in Early Jewish and Christian Mythmaking (Oxford University Press, 
2016). 

The Swiss psychiatrist and psychological theorist C. G. Jung, M.D., who had a strong anti-Jesuit bias that 
he had picked up from his father (who was a Protestant pastor), discusses his understanding of the 
psycho-spiritual process of deification in his wide-ranging comments in the two-volume, 1,600-page 
work titled Nietzsche’s Zarathustra: Notes of the Seminar Given in 1934-1939 by C. G. Jung, edited by 
James L. Jarrett (Princeton University Press, 1989, pages 448, 657, 816, 1526, 1527, 1533, and 1538). 

McGreevy discusses how the Jesuit order was suppressed in Fribourg, Switzerland in 1773, but was 
allowed to return there soon after the Jesuit order’s restoration in 1814. However, after the the Swiss 
civil war culminated in a Catholic defeat in November 1847, the Swiss Jesuits were forced into exile and 
then came to the United States (pages 28-30). 

Many years after Jung’s 1930s seminar about Nietzsche, Jung at long last completed his massively 
researched psychological study of alchemy. He planned the publication of a magnum opus about 
alchemy to consist of his own work and a supplementary work by his research assistant and 
extraordinary disciple Marie-Louise von Franz, Ph.D. (1915-1998). Jung’s own contribution to his 



magnum opus was originally published in two parts in German in 1955 and 1956, and it is translated into 
English as the book Mysterium Coniunctionis: An Inquiry into the Separation and Synthesis of Psychic 
Opposites in Alchemy, 2nd ed. (Princeton University Press, 1970). Von Franz’s contribution was originally 
published as a bilingual German/Latin edition in 1957 and is translated into a bilingual English/Latin 
edition as Aurora Consursurgens: A Document Attributed to Thomas Aquinas on the Problem of 
Opposites in Alchemy (Pantheon Books, 1966). 

To this day, the attribution of this alchemical text to Aquinas is not widely held by Aquinas scholars. 
However, the three recent studies of his thought about deification that I mentioned above show that his 
account of the psycho-spiritual process of deification has a trajectory that is consistent with the psycho-
spiritual trajectory that Jung discerned in the various alchemical texts that he examines in Mysterium 
Coniunctionis, which is of course why he planned to have von Franz’s volume published in connection 
with his own culminating work. 

For further discussion of Jung’s thought, see my paper “Understanding Jung’s Thought” at the UMD 
library’s digital commons: 

http://hdl.handle.net/10792/2576 

Incidentally, I first heard the term deification from Ong years ago, which is what alerted me to note the 
appearance of the term in the works that I’ve mentioned here. 

Now, McGreevy claims, in passing, that the German Jesuit Thomist Joseph Kleutgen was “the most 
influential Jesuit philosopher [and theologian] of the nineteenth century” (page 125). 

In Ong’s 1986 book Hopkins, the Self, and God, mentioned above, he carefully critiques Kleutgen (pages 
94-97, 124, and 131-132), who undoubtedly influenced Pope Leo XIII’s thinking about St. Thomas 
Aquinas that inspired the Thomistic Revival. 

McGreevy reports that Kleutgen “authored an important 1846 text insisting on the possibility of God’s 
direct, miraculous intervention into human affairs. ‘The gift of miracles,’ Kleutgen wrote, ‘is one of the 
favors bestowed upon the Church by the Divine Benefactor’” (page 125). 

In Ong’s other 1967 book In the Human Grain: Further Explorations of Contemporary Culture 
(Macmillan), Ong says, “Each human soul, it is true, is created by a direct act of God” (page 76). Ong also 
says, “At a point where living organisms approximating the present human body finally were appearing, 
the first human soul is created by God, infused within a body in the material universe. This is, of course, 
a special act of God, for the creation of the human soul is always a special act of His, since the soul in its 
spirituality transcends the merely material” (page 78). 

In Rabbi Lord Jonathan Sacks’ 2010 book Exodus: The Book of Redemption (Maggid Books/Koren 
Publishers), he devotes a chapter to discussing “Awakening from Above, Awakening from Below” (pages 
271-276). As he explains awakening from above, what Ong describes as the special act of God in creating 
each distinctively human soul involves what Sacks refers to as awakening from above. Likewise, what 
Kleutgen describes as God’s direct, miraculous intervention into human affairs involves what Sacks 
refers to as awakening from above. 

http://hdl.handle.net/10792/2576


For an accessible explanation of the non-materialist philosophical position that Ong works with when he 
describes the distinctively human soul as spiritual (i.e., non-material), see the American Aristotelian 
philosopher Mortimer J. Adler’s book Intellect: Mind over Matter (Macmillan, 1990). 

Now, in Ong’s 1981 book Fighting for Life: Contest, Sexuality, and Consciousness, mentioned above, Ong 
writes a kind of apologia for the agonistic (contesting) spirit of contending (the Greek word agon means 
contest, struggle). No doubt he was speaking from his own personal experience as part of his own 
formal education in the Jesuits. 

In his 1981 book, Ong says, “once in a while a theological student of outstanding competence would 
perform the ‘grand act,’ the greatest performance of all, as did Father Joachim Villoslada, S.J., on April 
29, 1903, when in impeccable logical form and equally impeccable Latin, he defended orally in open 
forum against all comers his 212 theses from theology and philosophy before an audience that included 
President Theodore Roosevelt. Roosevelt was visiting Saint Louis to inspect the site of the coming 
World’s Fair” (pages 137-139). 

McGreevy also reports President Roosevelt’s visit to Saint Louis and his attendance at the Spanish 
Jesuit’s performance of the grand act, which he says was the third held in the United States (pages 193-
194). McGreevy also correctly notes that the Spanish Jesuit’s name was Joaquin Vilallonga. According to 
McGreevy, Fr. Vilallonga later became the Jesuit superior of the Spanish mission in the Philippines (page 
207). Later on, American Jesuits took over the Jesuit mission in the Philippines. 

McGreevy says, “In the middle of the twentieth century, the single-largest group of Jesuits came from 
the United States. Since the 1980s, the single-largest group has come from South Asia” (page 221). 

Finally, I want to mention something that McGreevy quotes from a 1940 article in French by the French 
Jesuit theologian Henri de Lubac, mentioned above. McGreevy says that de Lubac “urged Catholic to 
view their faith as social, not private” (page 214). 

But certain contemporary American Catholics now characterize Senator Kennedy’s defense of his 
personal religious faith in his 1960 presidential campaign, mentioned above, as expressing the view of 
religion as private.  

Arguably the American Catholics that Damon Linker alerts Americans to watch out for in his book The 
Theocons: Secular America under Siege (Doubleday, 2006) could claim that they are expressing the so-
called “social” view of their religion that de Lubac urged in 1944. 

No doubt American Catholic anti-abortion zealotry expresses the so-called “social” view of the Catholic 
religion that de Lubac urged in 1944. But one problem with their anti-abortion zealotry is that they tend 
to be suckers for Republican presidential candidates who make big-sounding statements against 
legalized abortion. 

So we may wonder what exactly the difference is, if any, between the so-called “social” view of the 
Roman Catholic religion that de Lubac urged in 1944 and the spirit of inculturation that we have 
mentioned above. Does bottom-up inculturation tend toward the view of religion as “private,” rather 
than “social” (to use de Lubac’s two terms)? Or should we set aside de Lubac’s contrast of “private” 
versus “social” in favor of some other way to characterize bottom-up inculturation of religious faith? 



In conclusion, because global history is now fashionable, McGreevy’s new book about the Jesuits fits 
nicely within this new trend in historical studies. Because Jesuit missionaries both before the 
suppression of the Jesuit order in 1773 and after its restoration in 1814 were globetrotters, I suspect 
that his fast-moving study will be supplemented by further studies of the Jesuits in the near future. 


